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Injury Prevention:
The Teacher’s Responsibility

BY DR. DARIN WORKMAN

I have heard it said that most great players had great teach-
ers. I’m sure that had much to do with them becoming great
players. There are many aspects of being a great teacher, but

the one I will focus on is giving a student the tools to avoid in-
jury, and secrets to making the hard things simple.

For the purposes of this article, I am referring to private-
instruction teachers, because they spend so much one-on-one
time with the student. However, we must not overlook the im-
pact the teacher in a classroom situation can have on students.
A teacher that is grounded in proper technique, and who contin-
ues to learn ergonomic and injury prevention concepts, is surely
to be sought.

Following are a few key areas that teachers should be con-
cerned with, relative to helping students avoid performance-re-
lated injury.

WARMING UP
Although no conclusive evidence of the benefits of warming

up have ever been documented, seasoned musicians are well
aware of its many great advantages, both physically and men-
tally.

Physically, warming up loosens the muscles and joints, pre-
paring the body for performance. When at rest, the body pools
much of the blood closer to the heart. As the activity level of the
body increases, blood is shipped to the areas most involved in
the activity. The most active areas receive the greater supply of
blood. This gives them a feeling of warmth; thus, the term
“warmed up.” In addition, the nerves become more alert because
of the body’s need to communicate more keenly with the active
area. It will be more aware of all senses (pain, fine touch, joint
motion, vibration, etc.) in order to ensure that the body is func-
tioning properly.

For example, when you sit in a parked car, you are usually
not very focused on what the car is doing. However, as you start
it up and shift into gear, you become increasingly more focused
on what is happening, in order to drive it properly and safely.
The body responds in much the same manner.

As the muscles receive more blood they become warmer and
more flexible. I like to compare them to strands of spaghetti:
brittle until they are warm and moist. They then become flex-
ible and less apt to break. This image may help illustrate the
fact that as our muscles get colder (less activity), we become
less flexible and increase the possibility of injury. Conversely,
the warmer (more activity) we get, the more flexible the
muscles become. It is obviously best to operate the muscles
when they are soft and flexible in order to avoid injury.

Once your body has started pumping the blood around, begin
going through the basic movements involved in playing your in-
strument. Snare players should begin the basic rudiments; mal-
let players should practice scales and runs; etc. Further into the

warm-up, you should also incorporate variations of dynamics.
This way, you alert the body to areas that need increased circu-
lation and attention in order to operate optimally.

Begin slowly and concentrate carefully on the fine move-
ments your body performs as you are playing. When you hit a
glitch, repeat it until it smooths out. If you just gloss over it and
go on, you can be sure that it will be the one movement to trip
you up during performance.

Progress into working the specific movements you will be do-
ing during performance. Begin with the easy and progress to
the more difficult as you feel more comfortable. By doing this
you convince yourself that you are able to perform all sections
smoothly.

A good warm-up can also help you mentally. The mind often
wanders and/or is easily distracted (especially around perfor-
mance time). When you warm up, it bridles your thoughts and
helps the mind get on track to play. As you start to warm up,
begin to focus your thoughts on the upcoming performance. Go
through it mentally and physically to re-familiarize yourself
with the movements and mood of the music.

How do you know when you are warmed up? As you progress
through the warm-up process, your body will begin to move
more freely and without hesitation. You will play more
smoothly and confidently without restriction or doubt. You may
even reach a point that has become known as “The Zone” where
anything your mind wills, the body will execute. You can teach
yourself to achieve that level through patience and proper
warm-up.

Incorporate all of your faculties for a great performance. The
performance is a continuation of the warm-up, like a car going
from a standing start to high speed through a series of shifting
gears.

ADDRESSING THE INSTRUMENT
An instrument should be set up to accommodate the musi-

cian who will be playing it. Since each musician is unique in his
or her physical make-up, an instrument must have the ability
to adjust to the player. Teachers should educate their students
on proper setup. In fact, this should be one of the first lessons
taught.

The instrument should be set up in a way that allows you to
make the most frequent movements with the least effort and
stress. Constant repetition of bad technique causes pain and in-
jury. More important, it produces a bad habit that must eventu-
ally be broken or it will break you. For example, if a particular
piece requires that a marimba be played mostly at the top end,
the musician will naturally position herself or himself at the
top end, not the middle. Similarly, if an orchestral percussionist
is mostly using snare on a piece, he or she will position the
snare most conveniently. (While watching studio sessions for
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movie music, I noticed that the instruments were constantly be-
ing re-positioned to accommodate what was being played.)

Drum and cymbal stands come with position adjustments
(height, angle, etc.) to help the musician avoid extreme reach-
ing that forces the body to extend unnecessarily. When ex-
tremes are necessary, they should be kept to a minimum.
Recent designs of marimbas, marching percussion instruments,
and orchestral instruments allow them to change height and
position to conform more easily to the musician.

Proper equipment is also important. Percussion and drum
manufacturers are constantly coming out with new innovations
in equipment. With so many options, it is difficult to decide
which are most necessary. Following are some guidelines for er-
gonomics and injury prevention.

First, protect your ears. The use of drum silencing pads when
possible and ear protection when necessary, the ability to dis-
cern how loud is too loud, and the intelligence and self respect

Teaching students to set up properly to the instrument is one of the
most important steps to help them avoid future injury.

to turn it down when necessary are all important to preserving
your hearing. Don’t be one that has to lose hearing in order to
understand its importance.

Seats are important to those who spend the majority of their
time sitting during a performance. How can you be a stable
player if you are not grounded on a stable foundation? Make
sure you use a seat that is solid and comfortable.

Shoes are extremely important to those in marching band
and drum corps. Marching equipment in general must be se-
lected carefully. Some of it works for you and some works
against you.

PROPER TECHNIQUE
In terms of percussionists and drummers, most injuries (es-

pecially career-ending ones) come from damage to the hands
and feet. It’s not just a matter of hitting something, but doing it
repetitively. We use our hands constantly, and repetitive, im-
proper use is sure to cause damage. In fact, it is documented
that intensive activity for prolonged periods of time accelerates
the risk of degenerative disease in the joints of the upper ex-
tremity and neck of musicians.1 How we use our bodies is very
important to a lifetime of playing at our full potential. Yet, it is
such a difficult thing to learn without proper teaching.

For example: Even runners who have poor form can run
without pain for a short distance. However, increased intensity
(faster speed) and repetition (longer distance) magnify any
weakness in their technique, making it a very large obstacle.
This rule applies in any physical activity—even percussion.

Students should be instructed on every aspect of the equipment used.
It is important to know the various ways it can be positioned, and how
those adjustments can aid them in their playing.
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Improper technique becomes increasingly more difficult to
change as time passes. You may not recognize the wear it puts
on your body until many years have gone by and you reach a
level that magnifies the error—making it undeniably obvious.
By that time, the habit has formed, enabling change only
through great effort. In addition, the injury already sustained
throughout the years can rarely, if ever, be reversed.

If you experience pain during or after you play, or if you de-
velop blisters, joint pain, muscle tension, etc., your technique
can and should be improved. Resistance to pure body movement
causes friction to the body and produces injury. Good technique
never allows that to happen.

It is very important, therefore, to start off on the right foot
with a teacher who understands and teaches proper technique.
Just as the entire instrument contributes to the overall sound,
overall movement contributes to smooth technique and smooth
sound. As a result, teachers must instruct students to use the
entire body when they play.

BODY AWARENESS
The ability to perceive what is going on in your body is very

difficult to achieve. It only comes through constant attention to
and concentration on the feedback the body is giving you. Your
body will tell you if it is being used improperly, but if the most
experienced players have a hard time listening to their bodies,
you can imagine how little the beginner knows about it.

The body has protective mechanisms. Pain and fatigue are
two of the body’s early warning signs. They warn of impending
danger. A good teacher can detect when the student is begin-
ning to show the signs of fatigue and pain, and has the exper-
tise to correct the problem.

The expert teacher goes a step further, establishing commu-
nication and trust with students and encouraging them to say
when they feel something out of the ordinary. In order for

An alert teacher will notice and correct subtle signs of fatigue in a
student, such as laxity in the posture— a very common cause of injury.

teachers to detect and correct the problem, they must call on
years of experience.

Teachers should constantly be searching out ways to better
eliminate problems through improved technique, i.e., spotting
the technical deficiencies causing the problem. Our field is
making great inroads to understanding why certain techniques
work most efficiently. The teacher can learn more about injury
cause and prevention than ever before. With the greater knowl-
edge that has become available in recent times comes the
greater responsibility to learn and implement it in our playing
and teaching.

It is time to expand our knowledge of ergonomics and injury
prevention, which will prolong and enhance our playing. Imag-
ine how much better you could be if you were pain free and effi-
cient for your entire career. In this way, teachers can truly help
students reach their full potential.

I always tell my patients, “Now that you’re well again, you
can stay that way if you stop doing what caused the problem in
the first place.” Teachers play a pivotal role in helping students
discover what caused the problem and how to end it. More im-
portant, good teachers can prevent students from developing
the problems in the first place.

ENDNOTE
1. Peyron, J.G. “The Epidemiology of Osteoarthritis.” Os-

teoarthritis: Diagnosis and Management. Moskowitz R.C. et al.
Philadelphia: Saunders, 1984; 9–27.

Darin Workman is a doctor of chiropractic who works with per-
forming and sports related injuries. He holds a Bachelor of Hu-
man Biology degree and is a Certified Chiropractic Sports
Physician. He has authored numerous injury and prevention
articles and workshops over the years, and is currently finish-
ing a book on drumming and percussion injuries. Workman is
chairman of the PAS Health and Wellness Committee. As a
drummer/percussionist of almost twenty-five years, he is active
in performing and teaching.            PN

Nominations are now being accepted
for the 1999 Outstanding PAS
Chapter President Award. The
winner of this annual award— now
in its ninth year— will receive an
engraved plaque and a $1,000
grant for his or her chapter.

The outstanding PAS Chapter Presi-
dent Award recognizes individuals
who have increased chapter
membership and provided
percussion events, newsletters
and experiences that are benefi-
cial for the continued musical
education of chapter members.

Nominations should include support-
ive information and must be
received by July 1. Self
nominations are acceptable.
Send nominations to PAS,
701 NW Ferris Ave.,
Lawton, OK 73507-5442.
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   PASIC 1994 Videotapes
   PAS MEMBER DISCOUNT PRICE $16.00   List Price $19.95
_____ Clifford Alexis & Liam Teague/The State of the Art Pan
_____ Cindy Blackman/Drumset Clinic
_____ Ron Brough/Forming and Improving a Steel Band Program
_____ Jack Butcher/Percussion Customizing and Repair
_____ Jim Chapin/Drumset Masterclass
_____ Terri Lyne Carrington/Drumset Clinic
_____ Frank Epstein/The Orchestral Cymbal Player
_____ Ricardo Gallardo/Traditional and Contemporary Mexican Percussion Instruments
_____ Bob Gullotti/Various Approaches to Drumset Soloing Problems
_____ Steve Houghton/Drumset Masterclass
_____ C.K. Ladzekpo/Polyrhythm in African Music
_____ Bill Molenhof/Mallet Electronics Clinic
_____ Bob Moses/Drumset Clinic
_____ Valerie Naranjo/Dagari Music of Ghana
_____ Emil Richards/Cymbal and Gong Techniques
_____ Patricia Sandler/The Mbira and the Music of the Shona People of Zimbabwe
_____ Trichy Sankaran/Mrdangam and Kanjira Clinic
_____ Bob Schietroma/Performance Styles of the Contemporary Indoor Marching

Percussion Ensemble
_____ Kirby Shelstad/Live MIDI Applications
_____ Chuck Silverman/Drumset Clinic
_____ Bill Wilder/Rhythm Masterclass
_____ Common Ground/Concert
_____ Escovedo Family/Afro-Cuban Clinic
_____ Escovedo Family/Concert
_____ Liam Teague/Tambuco/Concert
_____ PASIC ’94 Highlights (approx. 120 min.)

PAS MEMBER DISCOUNT PRICE $40.00   List Price $49.95

    PASIC 1995 Clinic Videotapes
   PAS MEMBER DISCOUNT PRICE $16.00   List Price $19.95
_____ Alex Acuna
_____ Clayton Cameron
_____ Luis Conte
_____ Steve Gadd

    PAS Larrie Londin Benefit Video
   PAS MEMBER DISCOUNT PRICE $20.00   List Price $25.00

Shipping & handling: $4.00 for 1 video; $1.00 for each additional video.
OK Residents: Please add 8% sales tax.

Name __________________________________________________________________
PAS Index # __________________________
Address ________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Phone _______________________________ Fax _______________________________
E-mail __________________________________________________________________
Total Due: $ __________ (make check payable to Percussive Arts Society)

Method of Payment: ________ Visa  ________ Mastercard ________ Discover
 ________ American Express  ________ Check/Money Order Enclosed
Credit Card # _______________________________________ Exp. _________________
Signature _______________________________________________________________

PERCUSSIVE ARTS SOCIETY
VIDEOTAPES


